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Firstly, I wish to thank the organizers of thls Conference for making lt posslble 
for me to be here today and I am honourud to give lhe opening lecture in thls 
section. 

Australia and Brazil have a common interest in a variety of minerais; and we 
both h ave extensiva developments for lhe production of iron ore and bauxite. Aus
tralia's exploitation of base mE>tals, particularly as sulphides, has been on a large 
scale since the turn of the century and it is only a matter of time before larga 
commercial deposits are found in an area as Jarge as Brazil. L,ead, zinc and silvar 
sulphide deposits at Broken Hill in Australia formed lhe object of lhe first extensiva 
developments in flotation technology from the year 1901. Advances made from 
1900-1930 have found wide-spread application throughout the world (lhe copper 
activaíion of sphalerite was developed ag part of this group's efforts). 

(igure 1 shows the wide distribution of ou r minerais in Austral ia. The total 
area is slightly less than of Brazil. I have marked our sources of sulphide ores, 
oxidized ores and fossil fuel in a very diagrammatic manner in this figure and have 
underlined the elements which are concentrated by flotation. 

Flotation is now used in Australia for lhe concentration of the sulphides con

taining copper, lead, zinc, nickel, iron, bismuth and gold. The flotation of auriferous 
pyrite is used in Kalgoorlie to concentrate gold. ln addition oxidized ores in the 
form scheelite are being floted and pilo! plant tests have been made on lhe flotatlon 

of apatite. 

The purpose of flotation is to selectively concentrate ores and lhe efficiency 
of this process depends on the technique used as well as on the type of ore. The 
efficiency of lhe flotation process is dependent on lhe ore type and ln figures 2 and 3 
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Fig. 1 - Distríbution of Minerais ín Austral ia . 
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we show a comparison of the flotation behaviour of two lead-zinc ores . One Is 
well crystallized material from Broken Hill · and the other a finely divided sedimentary 
sulphite from MI . lsa . lhe Broken Hill material uses slmpler flotation reagents be
cat•se it is of a hiqh grade with no pyrite and it has a high recovery with low leveis 

' of lead and zinc in lhe appropriate concentrates. ln lhe case of Mt . Is a more rea
genls are required, the recovery is lower and the separation is not as good . 
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3rind to 2\ •28 mesh, 40\ -200 mesh 

Product I .Assay I \ -lilltribution 
!'b Ag zn Pb l'.q 

' g/t ' -----
Feed 13.8 9"8 10.4 ＱＰＰＮｾ＠ 100.) 

141ad cone. 75.8 ｾＱＴ＠ 4.2 97.0 93.0 

Zinc cone. 0.9 18 52 . 8 1.1 3.2 

Pina1 tail 0.39 5 o. 7'0 1.9 3.8 

!teagents: Lead f1oat: ethyl xanthate and frother 

Zinc float: copper sulphate, ethy1 xanthate 

Fig. 2 - Flotatlon Behaviour of well Crystalllzed Pb-Zn Sulphides 
wlth Silicate gangue. 
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Grind to 76\ - 2001 

------r--

Product 

Feed 

Lead cone. 

Zinc cone. 

Final tail 

Reagents: 

Assay ' distribution 

Pb Ag Zn Pb 

' g/t ' 
8.0 174 5.0 100.0 

48.0 1022 7.7 85.() 

2.4 83 52.0 3.0 

1.12 26 0.79 12.0 

Lead float: ethyl and butyl xanthate, 

cyanide, zinc aulphate, frother. 

Ag 

100.0 

87.0 

2.0 

11.0 

Zinc float: Copper sulphate, ethyl xanthate, frother. 

Zn 

100.0 

ＲＲＮｾ＠

65.0 

12.5 

Fig. 3 - Flotation Behaviour of Finely Dissemineted Pb-Zn Sulphides 
with High Pyrite. 
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Fig. 4 - Complexity of Flotatlon Research . 
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lt is a very complex problem to determine the procedure for the optlmum flo
tation of a given ore. The Director General of the Natlonal lnstitute of Metallurgy 
in South Afrlca, Dr. Robinson, used figure 4 recently to emphasize the complexity 
of a mineral dressihg operation. 
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Fig. 5 - Eftect of Particle Size on Flotallon Recovery . 

ln this figure 5 he shcws the main objective, which is to improve lhe recovery 
of phosphate in a flotation planL Then there are a serias of sub-objecíives ali 
related to specific improvements and then the scientific disciplines required ranging 
from organic analysis to hydrodynamics with mention of mineralogy, electrochemis
try and colloid chemlstry _ I will mentivn some of ou r work employing these disci
plines late r in this talk . ln lhe final column Dr_ Robinson lists the equipment and 
technlques ranging from electron mlcroprobes to flotation pilo! plants. 
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I could thus stop at this stage, probably to your relief, and say that thls Is lar too 
difficult and complex a subject to be presented by any one rerson, particularly one 
whose main research has been in lhe laboratory ralher than lhe plant . 

However, I am sufficiently naive to attempt to su1vey some contributions to 
flotation understanding by the CSIRO, and in arder to do thls I will rcstrict my talk 
to a description of lhe work dane in our laboratories with the following aims: -

Improve Mineral Líberation 
Improve Plant Operation and Co11trol Procedures 
Understand the Flotation Mechanism 

2. Mineral Liberation 

The aim of this operation is to physically separate lhe ":Jineral particles from 
those of lhe gang•Je and it is achieved by grind ing in ball or rod mills ar by auto-. 
genP-ous grinding where lhe ore itsell is the grinding medi um . The grinding opera
tion is crucial to any subsequent processing and is also one of lhe main ene.rgy 
consumers in mineral dressing . 11 lhe grinding is insufficient the mineral values are 
not freed and cannot be separated Iram lhe gangue in subsequent treatment stages. 
On lhe other hand, ii lhe parlicles are too fine, selectiva flotation becomes difficult. 
ln praclice, therefore, a comprom ise has to be reached belween the degree of libe
ration and the fineness of orind . 

Parameter 

pH 

Collectors 

Frothers 

A('tivators 

Depress ;.n ts 

Cations 

Anions 

Oxyq" n 

Fig. 7 - Chemical 

CHEMICAL PAiU\METERS 

Significance On-stream Automatic 
measuring control 
method possible 

High Glass Yes 
electroc:le 

Hiqh tN absorb- Yes 
ance 

Hiqh Nil No 

.High N.Ll? tiO 

High AAS, Spec- Yes? 
i fie ion 

Low M S Yes 

\.ow Nil No 

Med . Polaro-
graphi c No 

Parameters and their Signlflcance on Flotatlon. 

The lnfluence of partiol size on the recovery of zinc and lead sulphides is shown 
in figure 5. You can see hera' that lhe particle size of the required mineral rs 

very important ln determining the recovery. li lhe particles are too small ( < 10 IJ.) . 
Their recovery falis due to loss of selectivity and ii they are too larga . (< 40 iJ.l 
1he recovery also falis due to the buoyancy factor . This points out the need for 
optimizing the overall operation in terms of grinding, classification. and selectiva flo

tation . Detàiled particle size analysis in the circuits of operahng plants by ｾｵｲ＠
Division of Chemical Engineering has led to significant operaling improvements wh1ch 

I will mention shortly. 
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ln order to fully optimize lhe grinding procedure we need to have a better 
understanding of the compositions of lhe individual particles and lhe relativa con

tents of lhe various minerais in each particle. ln CSIRO we are developing tech
nlques uslng lhe electron microprobe which will give us an elemental analysis ot 

lhe particles as well as lhe mineralogical composition, particle size and the relative 
are as of lhe various mineral phases present. 
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Fig. 8 - Flotation Plan Behaviour when automatically controlled by 
Copper Recovery. 

The equipment is a JEOL electron microprobe, intertaced with a computer and 

magnetic tape storage unit. Using this equipment, particle sizes uown to O 25 'J. 

can be examined to provida a particle size distribution, and elemental and mine-

ralogical analysis. ' 
This is achieved by converting the electron image of a composite particle into 

a digital form and then from this lhe probability distribution of minerais within par
ticles can be obtained and this ｣ｯｵｬｾ＠ be very useful in interpreting flotation be
haviour, and figure 6 indicates, in idealized form, lhe results we expect ·to obtain 

The figure on lhe left shows complete liberation and simple flotation should be 
possible if the size is in lhe right range . That on lhe right shows almost completely 

composite particles and as a result lhe flotat10n selectivily and grades will be much 

more difficult to achieve . 
Particle size distribution and modal analysis can also be obtained by suitable 

compute r programmes with this equipment. 

3. lmprovement to Plant Operation . 

The behaviour of an operating flotation plant can, in many cases, be improved 

by a close examination of p,article size distribution and also the on-stream measure
ment of various parameters in lhe pulp. These parameters are : 

Particle size 
Pulp density 

ｾＭ
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Pulp analysis 
Solution analysis. 

Recovery as a funclion of particle size for lead and zinc Is shown ln figure 5. 
This work h as been led by Dr . Kelsall ln ou r Division of Chemlcal Engineering. 
Vou can see that the optimum flotation occurs within a limited range . lf the particles 

are too fine, the selectivlty and recovery are both adversely affected and there Is 
a different optimum flotalion condilion for each slze range . lmprovements ln flotation 
have been made by size separatlon and treatment of the coarse and fine in sepa
rata streams. lt is not only lhe size which effects the flotalion but also the type of 
mineral. ln figure 5 galima and sphalerite showed a similar behaviour but different 
mineral lypes can behave differently and the optimum size for flotation can vary for 
the different components of an ore. 

By close examination of flotatlon and grinding circuits lmprovements can be made 
and at Broken Hill this approach has resulted in a 1% decrease ln Pb and ln Zn 
values golng out in lhe lailings. This type of result is facilitated by improved classif.l
catlon and a syslem developed by the CSIRO Division of Chemical Englneering called 
a composite cyclone has achleved thls. The output from a ball mill goes through a 
series of cyclones which results in a much more closely sized material going on to 
lhe flotation circult. The sizlng measurements therefore have led to lhe developement 
of better classlfying methods but there is stlll lhe problem of controlling the operating 
condltlons as required with change in ore type. I believe on-stream particle slzing 
uslng an ultra-sonic technlque is being practised in Zambia and South Africa. 

Fine partlcles or slimes are a real problem in flotation and this was partlcularly
1 

so ln the flotatlon circult of a scheelite (CaWO 
4

) mil!. Examlnation of the electorophoretic 

and settling behavlour of these fines led to a very lnteresting observation. lf lhe par
ticles were treated with a collector such as sodium oleate and then subjected to a 
strong shearlng force by Intensa agitation a firm adhesion was obtained between the · 
fine and coarse partlcles. This adhesion occurred despite the strong negative charge 
present on scheelite particles which would have resulted in strong electrostatic re
pulslon. The adsorption of oleate must neutralize this charge and also facilitate the 
displacement of water between partlcles. This flocculation can lead to an incresse 
ln the apparent size of lhe partlcles and consequently bring them into the correct 
size range for flotatlon. ln this manner lhe very fine particles can behave in the sarne 
manner as lhe coarser and more easlly floatable material. We are now carrying out 
tests to determine the selectlvity of this process and its behaviour on a larga scale. 

ln order to control such a complex operatlon as flotation, particle size is only 
one of the many parameters required to be measured and on-stream methods are 
being developed for the followlng: 

Properfr 

Pulp denslty 
Pulp analysls 
Solutlon composltlon 

Meaeurement Technlque 

Y-ray absorplion Cst37 
X-ray, Radlo-isotope (Pu238) generated XRF 
Optical (UV absorbance) 
Electrodes (pH, S - -·, CN, Eh) 

The pulp denslty can be measured on-stream by y-ray absorption uslng a Cs1S7 
source and a scintillatlon counter. There Is a linear relatlonshlp between the count 
rate and the speciflc gravlty of the slurry. 

Pulp analysis Is carrled out for selected elements by X-ray fluorescence emltted 
by the pulp when exclted by an ｸｾｲ｡ｹ＠ source or by a radlo-lsotope (Pu2ss Is comonly 
used). 

An X-ray source Is used in the Courler method developed by Outukumpu Oy ln 
Flnland where the flotation clrcuit is sampled at selected polnts and the slurry further 
subdlvided and then fed into a central flow cell whe)'e it Is presented to an X-ray source. 
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Radio-lsotope sources have been developed in Australia and these are made in the 
form of probes which can be placed ln selected parts of the clrcuit. The capital cost 
of this system is less lf only a few points in lhe circuit are required for control mea
surements. 

As distinct from measurements on the overall pulp it is possible, wlth suitable 
sensors to measure solutlon compositions either directly in the pulp or with a prior 
filtration. Some of lhe solutlon components of interest are shown in figure 7. 

pH Is very important and Is readily measured by a glass electrode and this is al
ready done in mos! plants. The collector concentration is important and we have 
developed an on-stream optlcal method uslng the absorbance at 313 nm to determine 
xanthade. Other collectors (Mercaptobenzothiazole, MBT and Z200) can be determined by 
lhe choice of a suitable wavelength . Depressants are important and those such as 
sulphide and cyanide can be detected by ion selectiva electrodes, while Zn++ can be 
detected by Atomic Absorption which we have had some success with in continuous 
operation. 
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Fig. 9 - Fiotatlon Plant Behaviour when automatlcally controlled by Xanthate Residual. 

Xanthate concentrations have been measured in operating flotation plants wlth 
a meter developed in our laboratories and quite large changes in lhe residual con
centrations are observed, indicating, a possible method of control. When a continuous 
analysls of lhe copper content in the sollds was made simultaneously with the xanthate 
residual in the rougher cellsfigure 8 shows a chance in the residual xanthate asso
ciated with a change in lhe copper recovery. ln this case, the plant was being con
trolled by the copper recovery in the first four cells. When xanthate analysis was used 
to contrai lhe operation one can see a smoother metallurgy (figure 9) . This may have 
been somewhat fortuitous because the ore grade was more even but the technlque is 
promlsing and is being further examined. 

4. Mechanism of Flotation 

Although flotation was employed commercially on a large scale at lhe turn of' 
lhe century it was not until 1930 that a general theory was advanced for the mecha
.nlsm by which a collector produced a hydrophobic surface on a mineral. The theory 
advanced by Taggart and hls co-workers proposed that ali soluble coilectors possess 
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both a polar and a non-polar group. The polar group links lhe molecule to the mi
neral surface and lhe non-polar one which Is oriented away from the surface is hy
drophobic. On oxidizeC.: minerais this type of adsorption is well substantiated where 
a long chain organic molecule renders the surfaee hydrophobic. Due regard must. 
of course be made to lhe lnfluence of pH on the surface charge of the mineral and 
either a cationic or anionic polar group would be effective depending on whether' the 
surface charge is negative or positive. This behaviour can be observed on both oxides 
and sulphides with long chain organic molecules. 

However, this simple model could not explain ali the observed phenomena when 
short chain xanthates were used to selectively float sulphides. Further advances were 
made in these systems by the application of surface chemistry by Wark who showed 
that the change from a hydrophilic to a hydrophobic surface could be demontrate by 
very elegant experiments in which he measured contact angles under condltions of 
rigorous purity. Gaudin extended the adsorption theories to the actual interaction of 
chemical bonds with lhe surface of particles and also explained lhe lnfluence of 
particle size. 

ln 1949, Plaksln and his co-workers showed how charge transfer processes, de
termined by the semi-conducting nature of sulphides;· caused collector adsorptlon and 
at about lhe sarne time Nixon and Salami ln Australia showed that xanthate, the com
monly used collector for sulphides, could de readily oxidized and reduced electro
chemically ai a mercury surface. The oxldatlon product, dlxanthogen is hydrophoblc. 
The reaction may be represented as 

s s s 
11 11 "' 2 R-0-C - R-0-C ..-- C-O-R + 2e-

"' "' 11 
s s-s 

At about thls time Plaksin and his co-workers showed that ln many systems oxygen 
was required for flotation and so we can assume that lhe electrons liberated by the 
reaction shown above are used to reduce oxygen to water, viz. 

ｏ ｾ＠ + 4H I + 4e ｾ＠ 2 Hp 

rhe solid sulphide surface Is a medium through which electrons can be transferred 
to the dissolved and adsorbed reactants. The electrons for oxygen reductlon can also 
arise by lhe oxidation of the suphlde surface as shown below for a sulphide wlth a 
divalent cation 

MS ｾ＠ M2 + + S + 2e 

This type of reactlon will change the sulphlde surface ln the absence of collector 
and could affect its hydrophobiclty. 

ln 1964, Tolun and Kflchener showed that when 0
2 

was bubbled around an ele

ctrode made of galena the potential rose to a polnt at which dlxanthogen could be 
formed . More quantitativa application of electrochemistry to flotatlon was made from 
1972 by Woods in our laboratorles with the use of an electrochemical technique called 
linear sweep voflammetry. 

ln figure 10 we can see that when a pyrite electrode Is swept ai 40 mV /sec ln a 
solution containing xanthate ii gives a current voltage curve, and lhe contact angle is 
a function of the potential and current, which is a measure of the levei of oxldation 
and is quantitatively related to lhe amount of dixanthogen which Is produced. 
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Fig. 11 - Standard Electrode Potentials for 
the Oxidation of Some Sulphldes. 
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ln addition to the oxidation of collector molecules at the sulphide surface, lhe· sur
face itself can undergo oxidation and effect lts flolalion behaviour. Chalcopyrite can 
be floated without an activator by a similar lreatmenl. Hydrophobic surfaces may be 
produced by sulphur and figure 11 shows lhe thermodynamic electrode polentials for 
the oxidation of some sulphides. Those with lhe lowest potentials are most easily oxi
dized. 

5 . Conclusieill 

During this talk I have attempled to cover very brlefly three areas of flotation re
serch in which CSIRO has been involved in recenl years and these are being examlned 
ln parallel. There is still a big gap between our understanding of lhe fundamentais and 
the practical use of flotation in plants but I believe that lhls gap is narrowing. We are 
now at least, more confident about lhe significant parameters in ｾｬｯｴ｡ｬｩｯｮ＠ contrai. ln 
lhe future we may be able to contribute more, on . a scienlific basis, lo the improved 
recovery from complex ores as a result of better contrai of lhe varlous sleps and also 
by the development of new reagens and ·1echniques. 

ｾ｣ｾＬｯｷｬ･､ｧ･ｭ･ｮｴｳ＠

The data used in this talk come mainly from the work of my colleagues ln CSIRO 
and I wish to thank them for helpful discussion. 
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